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Most children hear nursery tales whose plot they accept and never think about 

possibilities in regard to changing of events. What if Cinderella had never lost her glass slipper? 

If Rumpelstiltskin’s name was never found out? What if Jack never actually climbed a magical 

bean stalk and he had dreamt it all up? These are all things most children never wonder, but what 

if the story of The Three Little Pigs was actually not the story of a murderous wolf and two 

unfortunate pigs? The True Story of the 3 Little Pigs as told by Jon Scieszka serves as a paired 

text of the familiar Three Little Pigs story. Scieszka’s original story demonstrates changes in 

elements in perspective and in turn, their effects on elements of plot.  

 The True Story of the 3 Little Pigs is told from the perspective of the wolf as opposed to 

being told by an onlooker, it offers an entirely different story with events that are very similar but 

occurred for different reasons and in different ways. In The Three Little Pigs story which most 

people are familiar with, it is never said why the wolf visits the three pig siblings, it is always left 

to the reader to assume that he had gone to their homes with bad intentions. In Scieszka’s 

version, the reason for the wolf’s visit to these pigs’ homes is clearly articulated. “I was making 

a birthday cake for my dear old granny. I had a terrible sneezing cold. I ran out of sugar. So I 

walked down the street to ask my neighbor for a cup of sugar.” (Scieszka, 5-6) Even at the 

beginning the change of plot is apparent as the story is very different as it is centered on different 

characters. Upon arrival to the first pig’s home in The True Story of the 3 Little Pigs, after 



knocking on the door the wolf says “Little Pig, Little Pig, are you in?” (Scieszka, 7) While in 

The Three Little Pigs version, the wolf says “Little Pig, Little Pig, let me come in. I’m lonely and 

hungry. I want a bite to eat” (300). In the latter version, the reader paints the wolves character as 

malicious and deceptive because of his words. Yet, in The True Story of the 3 Little Pigs, the 

wolf explains that he was simply looking to borrow a cup of sugar to bake a cake for his 

grandmother’s birthday. Both versions are convincing as they explain the same event in different 

ways. Another difference that is small but has a big effect was in the way the houses fell down. 

In Scieszka’s version, recall that the wolf has a cold, he attributes the falling of the two houses to 

his sneezes. Yet in the other version with which we are familiar, the wolf  “Huffs and puffs” 

(300) to purposely blow the houses down.  

 Changes in the elements of plot are abundant between these paired texts. The second little 

pig’s house, as we know, is made of wood. When the wolf from Scieszka’s story asks if the pig 

is home, he replies with “Go away wolf. You can’t come in. I’m shaving the hairs on my chinny 

chin chin” (Scieszka, 13). While in the ‘original’ version, all of the pigs reply with “Wolf! You 

don’t fool me! You’re not coming in, not by the hair on my chinny-chin-chin!” (300) These are 

two entirely different scenarios that seem to share very little. Although the two tell a story with 

the same characters and similar events, they are surprisingly different! In the story with which 

we are familiar, the wolf eats the two pigs because that is his initial intention. While in the wolf’s 

version of the story, he eats the pig because he was already dead. The wolf explains, “Now you 

know food will spoil if you just leave it out in the open. So I did the only thing there was to do.” 

(Scieszka, 16) Although the wolf may not be completely innocent, he does not admit to any 

crime being committed. While these are only children’s story, it still leaves the reader wondering 

what really happened and why had we never thought to ponder the ‘antagonist’s’ perspective? 



Naturally, the reader does not identify with the antagonist, yet it is said there are three sides to 

every story, “yours, mine, and the truth’s”. Looking at these two texts we see the way in which a 

change in elements of perspective can so drastically cause a change in elements of the plot is 

fascinating. 

 The last little pig’s house made of bricks, this being attributed to greater intelligence in 

the wolf’s version is where the two stories’ differences really make a big difference. Although 

the two stories are very different it is made very clear by Scieszka that the wolf is the victim in 

this story and not the little pigs who have been empathized with by readers for generations. In the 

wolf’s version, when he is denied entrance by the last little pig he turns to leave and considers 

making a birthday card instead of baking a cake due to his lack of sugar. But when the pig insults 

his grandmother, he goes into a fit of rage.  

 “Now I’m usually a pretty calm fellow. But when somebody talks about my granny like 

that. I go a little crazy. When the cops drove up, of course I was trying to break down this Pig’s 

door. And the whole time I was huffing and puffing and sneezing and making a real scene.” 

(Scieszka, 20) 

In comparison to The Three Little Pigs story where the last little pig miraculously puts a huge pot 

to boil in the fireplace just before the wolf decides to climb down it and the other two pigs pop 

out of the wolf’s skin because they were swallowed hole, this ending seems a bit more realistic. 

As realistic as a story about pigs with houses and wolves in need of sugar can seem. 

 In the end, Scieszka attributes the misinterpretation of the story to news reporters who did 

not find the story of a ‘sick guy going to borrow a cup of sugar very exciting’ (Scieszka, 23). The 

wolf explaines from jail, “So they jazzed up the story with all of that ‘Huff and puff and blow 



your house down.’… That’s it. The real story. I was framed.” (Scieszka, 23) These two paired 

texts serve to demonstrate the changes in elements of perspective and their effects on changes in 

elements of plot. 


